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Pastor HJ Sean Moon

Get Your Training On
May 8, 2022 from South Korea

Thank you for joining us today. We are of course broadcasting out of South Korea where we are now
under “quarantine.” I couldn't bring my bullet crown to Korea in case it might get caught at the
airport so I got this cap with the Tong-il mark with the Peace Police-Peace Militia, the Freedom
Festival logo and the crowns of God. So we'll just have that as our symbolic crown today.
Folks, we are in South Korea which SHOULD be the 51st state of the United States, have the same
constitution and have the Second Amendment. Look at this incredible landscape behind us! Just
unbelievable beauty! This beautiful mountainous region that we are in, in the South of South Korea!
God bless the folks that got us into this BEAUTIFUL traditional style building made out of wood; just
unbelievably gorgeous! See this beautiful traditional house and the architecture!
We got permission from the government to get some acupuncture for the Queen. Her hip was pulled
out of socket for being in the car for about six days in America back and forth to Arkansas trying to
get a passport and all that kind of stuff, and then another thirty hours on the plane. Her hip was out
and she got acupuncture - which we’ve had to report to the authorities during the quarantine et cetera.

On Korea
While she was in acupuncture I was able to go to the right there to a nearby park which has an old
Buddhist temple. It is over a thousand years old; it was founded around 855AD. Very rare to see that!
When you grow up in the West you don't see stuff like that, where you just walk by and look at such a
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small little place. This building has been there for a THOUSAND two hundred years! It's quite
remarkable to be able to see that.
But of course with that, we face the past history of oppression. The Korean people have been slaves
under the Manchus, Mongols, the Han Chinese of course the most, and of course the Japanese.
They've been slaves basically under every major Superpower in the East and for the last five thousand
years they've been invaded over a thousand times which means that about once every five years our
people have been invaded and made into slaves. The Korean people in that sense have a much storied
past, very sad past; a past filled with a lot of pain. And that's why many times unfortunately they
have a slave mentality, bow to authorities, to the government's mentality; it's just built into the
structure of being intergenerational slaves.
But because the Gospel arrived in Korea, and since now about one third of Korea has become
Catholics or Protestants, by God's grace Korea has been able to SKYROCKET in the modern period to
become one of the wealthiest countries in the world and one of the highest per capita incomes in the
Asia Pacific region. It is an amazing history, and of course it shows the power of the Gospel that
comes and liberates people from that slave mentality, allows them to find freedom in Christ and reach
new levels of things that they never could imagine.
What saddens us when we are here right now being under quarantine in Korea, is that the people
have forgotten this just like they've done in the West. They've had seventy years of prosperity, seventy
years of peace, so the people have generally COMPLETELY forgotten what it means to be free. The
argument could be made that they've never known because they've never really been a free people.
Even after World War II and the Korean War, the Korean people were not able to have the freedom to
bear arms and to have actual authority and dominion over the people that are supposed to represent
them as the public servants in office. They've never experienced that. So a lot of people in Korea or
even in the East or in different countries can't even imagine what we're talking about when we speak
about freedom and liberty and Second Amendment rights and all these kinds of things that we take
for granted in the West; unfortunately completely oblivious to the fact that this is never the case
anywhere in history nor it is the case anywhere in the world other than America.
How BLESSED that land is to be founded by God and founded by brave men who sacrificed
EVERYTHING, everything upon their faith and upon the bedrock of Jesus Christ and the faith that
they had in the Lord to be able to FIGHT the British tyrants, the massive hegemonic imperial power at
the time, and through the right of bearing arms and self-defense and self-determination were able to
secure America!
Only to see it come into tremendous shambles and to the state that we're seeing it in today!
So folks, being here in Korea we feel the same pangs of pain that we also feel in America and here we
can see all these innocent people; they're good people and they just work hard but again totally
oblivious. I'm shocked how unbelievably ignorant the Korean people are in terms of the impending
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crisis of World War III that is coming our way and that is escalating by each and every day. In Korea
in this beautiful majestic little paradisial agricultural area NOBODY has a CLUE of what's happening
in the world, in this small little nation the size of New Jersey or let alone in the geopolitical landscape
which is so UNBELIEVABLY dangerous and so unbelievably terrifying at this time of history that we
are living in.
Folks, it is such an incredible time to be alive! Let's get to our Word. Today we are in Psalm Chapter
85. Tech Team, please bring that up today for the kings and the priests and the queens and the
evangelists of the Kingdom of God and let's read it all together.

Psalm chapter 85
For the director of music. Of the Sons of Korah. A psalm.
1 Lord, thou hast been favourable unto thy land: thou hast brought back the captivity of Jacob.
2 Thou hast forgiven the iniquity of thy people, thou hast covered all their sin. Selah.
3 Thou hast taken away all thy wrath: thou hast turned thyself from the fierceness of thine anger.
4 Turn us, O God of our salvation, and cause thine anger toward us to cease.
5 Wilt thou be angry with us for ever? wilt thou draw out thine anger to all generations?
6 Wilt thou not revive us again: that thy people may rejoice in thee?
7 Shew us thy mercy, O LORD, and grant us thy salvation.
8 I will hear what God the LORD will speak: for he will speak peace unto his people, and to his saints: but let
them not turn again to folly.
9 Surely his salvation is nigh them that fear him; that glory may dwell in our land.
10 Mercy and truth are met together; righteousness and peace have kissed each other.
11 Truth shall spring out of the earth; and righteousness shall look down from heaven.
12 Yea, the LORD shall give that which is good; and our land shall yield her increase.
13 Righteousness shall go before him; and shall set us in the way of his steps.

Hallelujah! Praise the Lord Almighty!
Folks, this is something so critically important. At the time the Israelites had given up; they had
turned away from God, they had turned away from Yahweh; they had turned away from the Father
and they had turned away from all things good and righteousness and things that we must seek.
As the Bible says, “But seek first his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you”.
(Matt 6:33) But they had turned away from those things and they had pursued the idols, the deities,
the killing of the babies and all that kind of thing.
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Roe v. Wade
We see that now of course in America as the Roe v. Wade decision has been leaked -by the Left
probably- to stimulate more riots and more “summer of love” activity in order to disrupt and
destabilize all of America before the midterms that are coming. Not only geopolitically with World
War III that's escalating with Russia, but INTERNALLY as well, to even create more civil unrest and
strife and more polarization within the country now that the Roe v. Wade decision has been leaked
and that it's been confirmed that that decision is authentic.
Overturning Roe v. Wade would be an UNBELIEVABLE event. It would rule that the federal powers
don't have the ability to regulate that and that responsibility would be back to the states. You have
states that will say, “Abortion will be legal here,” and you have conservative states that will say, “No it
will be illegal here; we'll try you for murder and for a homicide if you kill your baby.” So you will see a
MASSIVE polarization in America. Some people want to pursue a righteous and Christian framework
or if they're not Christian just righteous for they know that scientifically the baby is not a clump of
cells. It is a biological entity, it is a unique set of DNA and given the natural progression of growth it
will pursue to be an adult human being. Everybody has seen that; you don't have to be a Christian to
know that. That's reality in terms of biology.
So every Abel-type hearted person can see that protecting the children is the right thing to do. For any
culture that slaughters and slays the most INNOCENT and allows them to be murdered by the hands
of the ones they're supposed to be protected by- the namely the parents including the motherABSOLUTELY that culture will 100% perish, 100% be brought to judgment and 100% will not last.
America and the Western world have supported cultural Satanism through the Left to spread out to
the rest of the world. As even admitted by witchcraft, Wickens and different Satanists in the West the
key sacrament of all that leftism is what? The killing and slaughtering of children, folks!
We've seen the Project Veritas videos done a few years ago on Planned Parenthood; that they're not only
killing the children but they're also selling the body parts for testing, selling the body part. They're
selling human babies on the market which is of course illegal and they should be prosecuted federally
under massive criminal law. But of course they’re not because they're involved in it. It's a massive
business, and of course it pays for their sacrament. It makes the blood sacrifice to Satan which of
course wants to kill and destroy the potentiality of the people being God's creations, and the potential
they could have to do good for humanity, to be God's emissaries on the earth and to be His hands and
feet.
Satan hates that! So they've admitted openly that this is their SACRAMENT of DEATH.
It's a cult of death and that's why they're always trying to wage war on male and female, wage war on
the family, wage war on husband and wife, wage war on marriage and of course wage war on the
unborn who have no voice. But if a civilization ALLOWS their children to be slaughtered in the womb,
if a civilization ALLOWS their children to be murdered and massacred in front of their eyes in these
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baby genocidal factories, that civilization SHALL perish! No ifs, ands or buts! It's just a matter of time
because they have lost every ethical boundary, lost every sense of moral compass; they've lost and
turned away.
First, becoming haters of God, and also the moms have become baby KILLERS. Now in the Western
world you see all these white liberal elitist crazy leftists literally screaming, “I'm going to kill my child;
I'm going to tear his head off! I'd love to have sex with Donald Trump so I can have his baby and rip its head off!”
These people and these actresses like Amanda Dougherty with these kinds of UNREAL statements,
they're sick; they're part of a satanic cult. But they call US “cult members” who believe in liberty; they
call US “cult members” who want to have the means to protect ourselves and our civilization.
Look at the radicality of how they use the government troops and the offices and the bureaucracy and
the intelligence agencies and all those things, to TURN against the people, to SABOTAGE all things
and to STEAL elections, to do espionage, to SPY and CENSOR and then follow and trace and tract
people.

Under the Biden Regime
And of course all these kinds of things are not used for the protection of national security etc, but for
what? To increase their control on the population and on the world! Biden is now sending 33 billion
dollars to Ukraine! That's DOUBLE what we actually spend in the US for our own giant national
borders! HOW is that even right? It's not even irrational; it's just PURPOSEFULLY destructive.
We've seen the debacle of the Afghanistan war that formerly was lost against the Taliban and ISIS and
of course how they retreated in an UNBELIEVABLY HORRIFYING way with 80 billion dollars of
military equipment! You think they didn’t do that on purpose? Biden is stupid; yes, that man
definitely has senility issues and of course is an imbecile and a buffoon. But was it because of it that it
was such a debacle? NO! This was PLANNED, and there's a reason for that folks. All that military
equipment is going to train ISIS and all those jihadis are going to different countries especially
Pakistan and now threatening the border with India.
Ilhan Omar was just in Pakistan last week: UNBELIEVABLE! UNPRECEDENTED! An elected
congresswoman going on her own to talk to the elected officials of other countries and literally just
showing up pretending that she's representing the US, and she's standing there in Pakistan with all
the different jihadi organizations! UNREAL folks! Of course the Indian government and the Indian
president are ABSOLUTELY irate and infuriated about such things.
And what happened with all those ammunitions and arms and night vision and m-wraps and
Blackhawks and all those? They are used to strengthen the terrorist network of the Grey Horse of
Death that is allied with the White Horse of the Antichrist, the Rothschild, and the Red Horse of China
and the Black Horse of the CIA, FBI and the Intelligence Agencies. They hold the scales of justice but
of course are doing subterfuge and assassinations and doing all these Intelligence OPS and PSYOPS to
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effect what? Political Satanism! Those four horsemen work together to create that system of political
Satanism, of the 666-Beast and the control grid, which then is used as the major operating system of
Satan to CHANGE this land, to strip it away from the kingdom of God and of course return it BACK
into Satan's DEATHLY, destructive demonic kingdom.
Folks, in all this craziness at the same time we have the Speaker of the House, Pelosi. That CRAZED
insider-trading multi-millionaire, a known criminal, known liar and known American elitist
completely above the law, along with Adam Schiff who is KNOWN for lying about the “RussiaRussia- Russia” hoax about Trump. He’s KNOWN for covering up for Hillary Clinton; KNOWN for
covering up for Eric Swalwell, that congressman that's sleeping with the Chinese spy; KNOWN for
covering up with Nancy Pelosi saying that the Hunter Biden laptop didn't exist!
Folks, they've been doing this for the last FOUR years! They've been lying directly to our face. Then
they decided to create some kind of congressional committee and with the most radical conspiracy
theorists of the Left connected to the “Russia- Russia-Russiagate” hoax, and they went to Ukraine to
meet Zelensky. UNBELIEVABLE! And they VOW, they vow on behalf of America that, “We're going to
stand with Ukraine until victory is won! We are going to stand with you until victory is won! We are here for
victory! We're not here for stalemate!” This is what they're saying.
How do you get to decide that? The Ukrainian people are supposed to be a democracy; aren’t they
supposed to decide that? As Americans, before we start to wage wars against Superpowers with
larger nuclear arsenals than us, shouldn't we be able to put that up to Congress and have Congress
take a vote on whether we're going to go to war with Russia and do thermonuclear war? That may be
a consideration you’d want to take, especially because in the last three weeks they've shot short-range
ballistic missiles from across the landscape and now in the media they're showing actual pictures of
how they can strike Paris within 200 seconds and how they can strike London within 202 seconds with
the Sarmat intercontinental ballistic missile housing 15 to 20 nuclear warheads. You know, you may
want to discuss these things! You may want to bring it to the people BEFORE you start an
unbelievable war that is irreversible!
But of course they don't care about that; all they care about is power. These blind lunatics lusting for
power are hateful and wrathful against anything good: hateful that you have a family, hateful that
you love your wife, hateful that you love your children and they love you, hateful for the fact that you
have guns and you have a Bible and you can “love God and love your neighbor” and not rape not ravage
a civilization for your profit; that you have a conscience and that you work to do something good for
the world, but at the same time enjoy your life with your family. They hate the fact that you can do
that, folks!
That's why they want us on censorship; that's why they want us in CONFINED in small spaces with
the whole corona scam. We've been experiencing this for the last week as we’ve been kind of confined
in this place even though of course we are in this incredible atmosphere. At the same time now in
South Korea they're starting to slow down the craziness of the confinement and the chasing and
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tracking and all that kind of stuff. But the last TWO years every time the folks from South Korea came
up to the Rod of Iron Festival in America they had to go through this craziness.
Now Victor Moon is basically in a little government cell; they lock the door and put a little food and
you can't open the door and take the food until the government official has left. It's unbelievable what
they've been doing folks! This is still on as they're reducing the restrictions and getting rid of the mass
mandates over the country.

We won!
Anyway, Father in Heaven opened this trip right as we won that court case that has been ongoing for
years. The Han mother SUED her OWN SON who is the heir and successor that Father placed there.
He said, “Anybody who goes against this son that I put in as the heir and successor is a HERETIC and a
DESTROYER!” and it turned out to be HER! She used the money that she stole from her OWN SON to
SUE her own son! Why? Because I'm preaching the Gospel and I'm using this Tong-il mark, and she
wants to prevent me from doing that.
But after all those years of putting millions of dollars to try and destroy us, the courts have overturned
it and we have WON; we have won that case. We've been able to secure the victory there by the hand
of God, the grace of God; not by our resources and money, but because the HAND of God is here. Of
course that Tong-il mark is now flying high and you've all seen it.
As we arrived to Korea all the beloved people of the Kingdom of God, the kings and the queens,
priests and evangelists all came up with the flags, waving the Tong-il flag, the Kingdom of God flag
that is what? It’s the symbol of God's love to the rest of the world centered on family, and centered on
husband and wife, strong males and females together protecting God and His Kingdom; children and
parents as strong team training together in the Peace Police-Peace Militia and PRESERVING and
protecting humanity's gifts of freedom, liberty and the fruits that abound from those things.
But they come from God!

South Korea & the 2nd Amendment
That's why in Korea it's unbelievable folks! We come here and we feel that God is moving so
powerfully in this place. We've been talking with our leadership and our young people here and we
feel that even in Korea one day soon, as we go back and forth and minister to the different churches
around the world, we will have to of course at some point do a Rod of Iron Freedom Festival here in
Korea, where we will be outreaching to the airsoft community. We don’t have a gun community here
but we have the airsoft community and we have the gaming community which also is in the call of
duty and they're into POV (Persistance of Vision) style guns and games. And of course guns appear in
those communities.
We will also be reaching out to the people that like Cosplay Guns like Matrix or Soldiers etc, and
reaching out to anybody who has interest in the Rod of Iron, in firearms, to grasp the deeper levels of
understanding as those people get together and they can be trained and educated with top Special
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Operators and Special Forces guys that we know here in Korea and the networks that we have here, to
be able to educate them about freedoms and liberties.
And of course to start building a Second Amendment movement and a movement to
-allow Korea to EXERCISE the right to bear arms,
-allow Korea to be free people.
And since all the men have to go to military service anyway,
-allow them like in Switzerland, to take that military weapon and bring it to their home and do service
events and train with their local community and HAVE that culture of safety, have that culture of
training their family, have that culture of arming the civilization.
A small nation like South Korea which has 48 to 50 million people could literally have 10 million
trained people -if a lot of the folks who are elderly could not participate in that. But let's say you have
10 million people; then you have already armed forces at least at the infantry level that would be 10
times bigger than Russia's standing army. Any country’s army as this tiny little South Korea could be
10 times larger! Why? Because they would incorporate the Second Amendment into their military
strategy and into their protective strategy of defense.

Father’s collapsed foundation
These are things that we were talking about up to 10 years ago when we had to leave Korea; these are
the things we were talking about for years and years and educating the top-level generals about.
Kook J-hyung Justin was doing the “Strong Korea” lectures.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IYZ0_woFdSs&ab_channel=KookJinMoon2008-2012
Father made him the head of our business groups here in Asia and thanks to Kook-hyung Justin
Moon's LEADERSHIP, what happened, folks? We were up at the 18th largest business group in ALL
of South Korea, the entire nation! We had gone from the bottom rank being all subsidized by the
church, to those businesses all becoming profitable including the newspapers over here, the
conservative newspaper Segye Ilbo. All of them became profitable under Kook Jin Nim as the True
Cain. He brought that from nothing; from being negative, to being one of the top 18 business groups
in Korea within a few years!
Imagine if he was able to continue to run that operation for the next ten years! We would be not only
the top18, folks; we would be right there with Samsung, the Hyundai group and all those. We would
be right up there because they were already seeing him as a rising star in the business world.
And of course with Father’s anointing, myself also here in the religious world! It was just unbelievable!
But all that foundation that Father created, all the top level leaders that we were meeting- the Speaker
of the House, the presidents, former presidents - all those in our network all collapsed as the Han
mother did the unthinkable and betrayed Father, declared herself as God, said SHE was Jesus Christ
and the savior! Oh my Lord! Unbelievable! She declared herself as “the only begotten daughter” that
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doesn't exist; it's a fake and false satanic concept, and of course I knew. It was heart-wrenching for six
months begging her and crumbling at her feet, begging her, “Please don't go into this direction!”But of
course in the end people have free will and she chose the direction towards Satan and towards hell. At
that point we could not support that TERRIBLE, terrible decision that that woman would make, which
would lead to the destruction of the entire foundation that we had here.
And she has continued to try to sabotage what we do. We got here and we were supposed to go to the
President's inauguration, but things have become harder. Why? Because they heard about that and
those on that side they're now calling people trying to sabotage, sending them pictures of me with the
bullet crown saying, “You shouldn't have this person there; it's going to hurt your reputation.”So they're
trying to BLOCK me from getting in there.

On Warning Koreans
We thank you for all your prayers and all the support that you are sending from overseas.
But in the end the point is: we didn't come here to just sit in the President’s inauguration or even meet
a politician. We came here because God loves His people and God loves the people that He raised up
here and it this may be their last time to come BACK to Father’s authority, come BACK to the true
Kingdom of God, come BACK to becoming an honorable person, an honorable male and female and
STAND with God's people and not tear God's Kingdom down!
It's an incredible time now folks, and in Korea we are in the midst of all these kinds of crazy things
that are happening. But of course amidst all those things God is STILL providing a way and He's
STILL opening up the next level.
It's incredible! Korea is oblivious to the fact of the geopolitical realities that we know in the West and
the things that we are talking about here today. But for example God had blessed the Queen and the
group of girls with the Lion Queens YouTube page which had 50,000 subscribers in Korea, and who
knows we may have to resurrect that platform to stand against political Satanism and of course to
alert the people that they should be preparing.
They should be preparing for the things that are coming, because yes, direct kinetic war on South
Korea probably will not come in the next month or two. But as the war escalates, as it did in World
War I and as it did in World War II it will suck in nations and of course they have different theories
about that around the world. Anyway, that war is going to come slowly but surely. It may come in the
next six months to a year, it may come in the next two to three years; we don't know. But that's not a
lot of time to start preparing. Of course our communities have been preparing; a lot of our folks have
become professional farmers or something like that.
But it's unbelievable! In the conservative landscape of Korea there's no YouTubers that are warning
the people about the geopolitical situation, and that the possibility of a thermonuclear war due to the
escalation and clashing of major Superpower has never been this high since Hiroshima. In our lifetime
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we are standing on that cliff in front of that precipice before that incredible chasm; we are literally
standing in that unbelievable DANGEROUS moment, but not even ONE Korean YouTuber is talking
about it; because they're scared apparently of receiving the backlash.
And it’s not about preparing; it's about making a public service announcement so that people can
wake up and they can know that there are still righteous people that God is using to
-warn them about calamity and
-warn them about how they turned away from God and
-warn them about how they’ve turned away from liberty and
-warn them how they've allied with China and political Satanists and the Red Horse of war, and how
they’re leaving the relationship with America; it’s not perfect but it was founded on Judeo-Christian
principles that protect the freedoms and the natural law given to us by GOD.
-warn them that for money and profit they’re now trying to go to CHINA and hold hands with the
Devil, Xi Jinping, a little mass murderer and an organ harvester. He's an ethno-nationalist; yes, and
will support the big structure of globalism and the Rothschild etc.
China's religion is literally an ethno-national cult; the Chinese people themselves ARE their religion
and they want to spread the Chinese people and the Chinese culture everywhere. THAT is of course a
danger because that's not the Gospel of Jesus Christ; that's not the gospel of our True Father and not
the Gospel of Yahweh, the God of the Bible. No! It is antithesis and always has led to imperial
authoritarian totalitarian dictatorships. That is not of God; that is of course on the satanic side.

The ANOINTING!
Folks, there are so many things that are happening but as this quarantine ends for us in a couple of
days, we are going to be on a tour across all of Korea calling the people to repent, calling the people
who have unwittingly followed the Family Fraud into the path towards hell and for the last ten years
squandered Father’s foundation here.
But again the real foundation, the real blessing and anointing is not the money and the billions of
dollars that were put under my authority by True Father, by his own hand as he crowned me three
times. I did not crown myself; I am going to remind people of that. I did not choose myself; I don't
have that authority. HE's the one who chose me; HE's the one who MADE me go through those
ceremonies and put the crown on my head three times in the ceremonies. Why? Because he knew we
wouldn't betray him, that we would use that to protect and uphold his values of protecting the
Kingdom of God and protecting those strong conservative values of family and marriage etc.
And not use that foundation to support the Communists that got into power the last four years here in
Korea and of course not support commies like Hillary Clinton - which the Han mother did. So
unbelievable folks! She did the TOTAL opposite of what Father had always done.
But the point is: that is not the real foundation. The real foundation IS the ANOINTING!
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King David gave the anointing to Solomon. Solomon didn't have anything but he had the anointing,
and because he had the anointing he was able to become one of the greatest kings of Israel. It's NOT
the assets and it's NOT what you can see in the natural that is the power; that is the true blessing of
God.
NO! The POWER is in the ANOINTING! It is thanks to the oil of anointing that God is STANDING
with you, the CREATOR of the universe, and against ALL odds opening up and making the way and
you standing with Him by faith.
And we will see those incredible doors open up day by day here in Korea, and of course across the
world for those people who believe.

Enjoy!
Folks, it is such an incredible intense time and I know everybody's holding down in PA, in Tennessee
and across the world and praying for America and of course freedom and to try to protect it.
But at the same time we have to understand the situation that we're in and how the evil powers of the
world are escalating. We must be prepared; we must be praying together and we must be training
together.
And of course critically important: as we prepare we can't just get 100% focused on that and just live
in that anxiety. NO!
We have to also ENJOY our spousal training.
We have to ENJOY taking our wife on a date.
We have to ENJOY spending time with our husband and getting face-to-face time.
We have to ENJOY doing our children's day.
We have to still ENJOY those things while we can.
And even though we are aware of the situation the anxiety is good to help us prepare and to take
action.
But at the same time
We must also ENJOY the things that God has given us.
We must ENJOY that cup of tea in the morning or that cup of coffee together with our spouse.
We must ENJOY the friendships and the family time that we have, and do what we can to deepen our
relationships, and develop those assets with our children.
We must ENJOY those things at the same time as we are SERIOULY preparing!
Don't EVER forget that folks!
It can’t all be work and no play or no fun! We've got to have fun!
We've got to have good play time as we train together, but at the same time we've got to know how
serious it is PREPARING and of course LEADING the way as so many people are in need of
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leadership at this time. God is calling on every single one of us as He tells in the Scripture with the
micro and macro.

The Rod of Iron Kingdom
All the folks that are fighting for abortion like Ted O'Grady and the abortion team going out there
praying every day; that small microcosmic offering is leading to beautiful results. Of course Ted
doesn't want to take credit for himself because there are a lot of people that help him.
But the point is: everybody has been involved in this fight.
Think about it folks: as things will turn over, Christianity can unite once again around the biblical
values of righteousness, and as that happens Christian culture and Christianity itself can become
strong again and of course THEN they can be ELEVATED to understand that the Rod of Iron
Kingdom IS the only way and that humanity must be protected by the good shepherds that are in
Christ and by the good shepherds that He has raised for such a time as this ACROSS the ENTIRE
world.
It is such an incredible time folks! Thank you for all the prayers that you are sending all the time; we
feel them. We love you! We love all the folks in this world; everybody, because we want everybody to
be saved, “For God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
should not perish, but have everlasting life.”
That is WHY we are preaching the Gospel; that is WHY we are here in Korea and we are calling back
SOULS to God! But at the same time strengthening our nation and bringing new souls to the harvest
of the Almighty banquet table of the marriage super of the Lamb, and of course we want to raise NEW
kings and queens in the Kingdom of God; in Korea, Japan and worldwide.
EVEN in this time of tremendous tribulation and anxiety, it is God providing an opportunity for all
people to WAKE up and to realize that they can't do it on their own. That they have to rely on the
power of God and of course on the accouterments of the Kingdom and the Constitution that He has
given to His people to protect human liberty, and to substantialize the Rod of Iron Kingdom, to be
protectors, “Love God, Love your Neighbor!” and stand with Him in saving and protecting humanity.
God bless! Godspeed! May His Kingdom come!
Let's praise Him all together! See you next week! God bless you, folks!

